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The Yang Fire Monkey month has started.
The dominant energies for this month will be Fire and Metal.
These elements are usually negative for the Nasdaq Index.

The predicted rebound in the Nasdaq was only very weak.
Many other major indexes did move to their highest levels since May, but the Nasdaq has been lagging.
We are now entering two months with negative FPF value in August and September.

So we look for a bottom and probable buying opportunity in August/September.

Here is our FPF prediction chart for the Nasdaq :

(Predictive chart made with FPF 1.1 software, available at http://www.fourpillars.net/finance/fpf.php)

http://www.fourpillars.net/finance/fpf.php


Nasdaq

FPF Index: - 30.35 (down from + 11.6 last month)

The Nasdaq is still in a weak uptrend channel (see chart).

But with two negative months coming up we have a risk here of falling below that channel.

Our prediction remains the same

We should either hold in the trendchannel near 2000, or fall further towards the 1800 area (see chart).

In either case, longer term investors can get ready to buy in September.
We will probably see the start of a new rally upwards from expected August/September lows.

Here is the updated prediction chart for Nasdaq:



Gold

FPF Index: + 7.6 (up from -36.2 last month)

Gold market behaved as expected.

We are well on track to see our predicted second peak in the 150's for the XAU Index this August, then a new drop into
October/November low.

That's when we will look for new purchases in this market.

Here is the updated chart:



Euro - US Dollar

FPF Index: +35.8 (down from +36.4 last month)

The prediction for the Euro remains on track as well.

We still look for a peak in the 1.31 – 1.36 area by September.
But we would take profits in the Euro if we get there

So, still holding on to the Euro for now, but getting ready to sell.

Here is the prediction chart:



Four Pillars Finance software  - Free trial download

For more detailed daily prediction charts you are welcome to download the Four Pillars Finance 1.1
software on our site : http://www.fourpillars.net/finance/fpf.php
The program calculates the Chinese cycles and shows you in advance the best days , months or
years to buy or sell stocks, gold, bonds, currencies, commodities...
No experience in Chinese astrology is needed inorder to use this program.

*****

Start of the Yang Fire Monkey month: 7 August 2006 at 11:41 am EDT (New York)
Start of the next Yin Fire Rooster month: 7 September 2006 at 14:39 pm EDT (New York)

*****

If you want to receive our next monthly outlook in your mailbox, please subscribe to the free
Newsletter on our site: http://www.fourpillars.net/finance/newsl.php

You are welcome to forward this free newsletter to anyone who is interested.

*****
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Disclaimer: Investing in stocks, commodities or currencies is risky. No guarantee can be given that the above prediction will be correct.
Fourpillars.net cannot in any way be responsible for eventual losses you may incur if you trade based on the information

given in this article.
Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations. Unlike an actual performance record,

simulated results do not represent actual trading. Also, since the trades have not actually been executed, the results may
have under- or over-compensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity. Simulated

trading programs in general are also subject to the fact that they are designed with the benefit of hindsight. No
representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown. This

information should not be considered as a recommendation to engage in the purchase and/or sale of any futures contract
and/or options. Trade at your own risk.
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